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Abstract—Smart OptiSelect is a multi-objective evolutionary optimization and a machine learning based framework for software product lines feature selection. It serves in the direction of filling the gap between software product lines search based feature selection optimization and real life utilization by stakeholders. OptiSelect enables system analysts and project managers to select best features to implement to meet their dynamic and always changing objectives by offering plenty of multi-objective optimized solutions that complies with these objectives. Smart OptiSelect created the availability for providing various versions of result sets based on user experience in a more comprehensive working flow. Smart OptiSelect is enabled to interactively figure out user’s preferences and help to reach more convenient solutions that should best draw out the user’s desires and express his organization goals.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Smart OptiSelect is a continuous result of research experiments that investigated the best ways to empower the user in the process of feature model configuration. Two targets are achieved through this version: 1) Narrowing the gap between product lines search based optimization and real life cases to provide real utilizations to software stakeholders. 2) Provide a preference based framework which can understand the user’s needs and provide effective suggestions based on them.

Smart OptiSelect is an interactive framework. Users are enabled to dynamically load feature models, apply adjustments to feature attributes, set objectives and desirable thresholds, and interact by selecting preferred solution among optimization cycles.

Smart OptiSelect is a continuing effort of the previously proposed Opti-Select [1] through enhancing the workflow using machine-learning techniques to intelligently extend preferences, hybrid multi-objective optimization, and adding new features as setting user’s objective thresholds.

The optimization process takes place in an incremental form. After each round of optimization, the user is provided with a concise presentation of the multiple solutions thus make up the Pareto Front, allowing the user to mark their preferred ones to focus on producing related solutions in the following iterations.

This work discusses the features and the workflow steps of Smart OptiSelect. An overview of the used algorithms and techniques and how they work together to achieve the user’s goals is provided. The rest of the paper is organized as follows; Section II illustrates Smart OptiSelect workflow steps, points of interactions with the user, and processing stages. Section III describes the algorithms and methodologies, why they are selected, and how they orchestrated to work within Smart OptiSelect. Section IV displays a survey comparing users’ satisfaction with the results of different techniques. Section V summarizes the proposed framework’s contributions to achieve a preference based User-in-the-Loop solutions for search based product lines features optimization. It also covers an overview of some future directions and plans.
II. SMART OptiSELECT WORKFLOW

Smart OptiSelect point of strength lays in the ability to bring together most empowered multiobjective optimization algorithms proven to produce best search-based product lines features optimization results [2]. This is done side by side with machine learning techniques in one single interface framework giving the user the widest capability to be a part of the optimization process itself as shown in Fig. 1. This framework takes place through a tuned process to fit users’ interactions.
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Fig. 1. Smart OptiSelect workflow diagram
A. Loading and Saving Attributed Features.

The Simple XML Feature Model (SXFM) format was defined by the SPLOT website [3]. Smart OptiSelect implemented a module for dynamically reading and saving feature models in SXFM formats to decrease the time of changing the test model though configuration file or through hard coded instructions.

In order to provide the user a capability for managing and saving changes over features’ attributes. The proposed framework introduced an attributed feature model file format as shown in Fig. 2. It can attach a dynamic series of attributes to each feature in the model.

B. Objective Configuration

Smart OptiSelect has a predefined set of quality attributes for enabling the user to dynamically set optimization objectives and targets. Objectives targets are enabled through setting threshold for each objective as shown in Fig. 3.

The user is allowed to specify objectives being optimized prior to any optimization runs or between runs. This gives the user the power to use a desired solution set resulting from some objectives optimization at specific time as an offspring for a specific objective optimization.

C. Feature Attributes Management

Based on the selected objectives, the users are allowed to edit the corresponding attributes for each feature and define if a certain feature is forced to appear in all solutions or even to be excluded from all solutions as shown in Fig. 4.

Feature attributes management window is designed to be smart enough to help the user manage consequences of forcing existence and discarding existence of features by generating and applying corrective actions based on the behaviors of the user. It checks for user’s opinion if more than one corrective option is available as shown in Fig. 5.

D. Multiobjective Optimization

Based on previous researches [4], IBEA [5] has been proven to perform better than the rest of the multiobjective algorithms in optimizing multiobjective problems related to product lines models and feature selection optimization as it pays most attention to user indicators without violating domain constraints. NSGA-II [6] came next in overall result quality.
E. User Preference Selection

Smart OptiSelect users are enabled to select a subset of the solutions from the total result set as preferred solutions as shown in Fig. 6. Selected preference are used as an initial offspring population for the next optimization cycles to force the optimization cycle to focus around the selected solutions along with the repeating cycles.

The proposed framework tries to enrich the population for the next iteration based on user selections at the current iteration. It uses any of the machine learning techniques to classify the rest of the non-selected and undisplayed solutions and see if they match the user current selections. Naïve Bayes [8] has been employed as one of the classification techniques. The user is then asked if he wants to add the suggested solutions to be considered in next iterations as shown in Fig. 7.

F. Iterating and Machine Learning

Smart OptiSelect uses final user preferred decisions selected from total result set to build and train a c4.5 classifier that aims to figure out user’s preferences [9] to be used to filter result sets through next iterations.

Application repeats optimization cycle and apply user thresholds preferences filters and display different results to user to indicate if there are similar solutions to selected ones should be also selected by user.

G. Displaying Result

Smart OptiSelect provides four types of results to be displayed to the user after each iteration for comparative purposes: IBEA Result – NSGAI1 Result – Hybrid Result – C4.5 Filtered results.
B. NSGAII

NSGA-II [12] is a multi-objective evolutionary algorithm which uses a non-dominated sorting for optimizing multi-objective problems. It is able to find high spread solutions in all problems. It pays special attention towards creating a diverse Pareto-optimal front within low computational requirements, elitist approach, and parameter-less sharing approach.

NSGA-II Calculates distance to the closest point for each objective. The fitness is the product of these distances. It favors higher fitness, i.e. more isolated points. It favors absolute domination and more spread out solutions.

NSGA-II came second after IBEA in optimizing product lines feature models [10] achieving better spread and hyper volume rather than rest of multi-objective evolutionary algorithms.

JMetal [11] NSGA-II library was used by Smart OptiSelect as following:

- Feature model attributes tree is reformatted into an indexed array to speed up evaluation processes.
- Problem is passed to NSGA-II as a binary-encoded problem using selected/non-selected features for each decision.
- NSGA-II generates optimized solution set based on maximizing the spread of features attributes.

C. Hybrid Optimization

Smart OptiSelect runs both optimization algorithms independently for a fixed amount of time rather than fixed amount of evaluations to control the performance and to guarantee each of optimization algorithms is not waiting for other. Then both algorithms solutions are merged, ranked and filtered.

For achieving this merging process, employing Pareto front ranking [13] gave a way to extract non-dominated solutions with highest ranks from multiobjective optimization hybrid solutions.

After each phase of the optimization process, solutions generated by both algorithms are plotted on the fitness space as shown in Fig. 8. J Metal Library [14] is used to sort, filter and extract first rank of Pareto front optimum solutions.

D. Naïve Bayes

Naïve Bayes [15] classifier is selected for providing suggestions to the user based on his preferred solutions selected from totals solutions result set.

The Naïve Bayes algorithm is a simple probabilistic classifier that calculates a set of probabilities by counting the frequency and combinations of values in a given data set.

The probability of a specific feature in the data appears as a member in the set of probabilities derived by calculating the frequency of each feature value within a class of a training data set. The training dataset used to train a classifier algorithm by using known values to predict future, unknown values.

Although Naïve Bayes performed consistently worse than C4.5 [16], it remained true to its reputation and sufficient enough for being used for providing suggestions to the user for following reasons:

- Its probabilistic nature depending on counting frequency and combination given in training set suited well the problem in hand as training dataset is the same of test dataset.
- It can build models from extremely small feature sets [17].
- Its simplicity and fairly competitive performance make it the best alternative.

Fig. 8. Hybrid ranked non-dominant optimization solutions.

Smart OptiSelect used Naïve Bayes through following implementation: Given a set of r decision vectors \( D = \{d_1, \ldots, d_r\} \), classified along a two C classes, \( C = \{c_1, c_2\} \) for representing Selected/Non-Selected classes, Bayesian classifiers estimate the probabilities of each class \( c_k \) given a decision \( d_j \) as:

\[
P(c_k|d_j) = \frac{P(d_j|c_k)P(c_k)}{P(d_j)}
\]

In eq. 1, \( P(d_j) \) is the probability that a randomly picked decision has vector \( d_j \) as its representation, and \( P(c_k) \) the probability that a randomly picked decision belongs to \( c_k \).

\( P(d_j|c_k) \) is the product of the probabilities of each feature that appears in the decision. So, \( P(d_j|c_k) \) may be estimated as:

\[
P(d_j|c_k) = \prod_{i=1}^{p} P(F_i|c_k)
\]

Where, \( d_j = (F_1, \ldots, F_p) \).

For classifying datasets, Weka library implementation was adopted by OptiSelect. Weka is a data mining library contains many machine leaning algorithms [18].

Smart OptiSelect uses Weka Naïve Bayes library through the following steps:
1) For each decision, the application checks each feature in it and format it into binary map represents presence and absence of that feature.

2) Training Naïve Bayes using every decision and its corresponding category (Selected/Non-Selected).

3) While testing a decision, algorithm calculates the probability of each feature of the test decision.

4) The test decision is classified into Selected/Non-Selected categories on the basis of probability.

E. C4.5

C4.5 [19] is adopted by Smart OptiSelect to build user preferences decision tree based on user’s preferred solutions. This decision tree evolves along optimization increments and is used to determine the user preferences. During each framework cycle, the results from the optimization process are filtered using the C4.5 built preference decision tree during previous cycles.

C4.5 may perform slightly worse than Support Vector Machine and Random Forest algorithms in terms of output quality, yet it is the most convenient to be used by Smart OptiSelect for its superiority in building models from extremely small feature sets [17].

C4.5 is based on inductive logic programming methods, constructing a decision tree based on a training set of data and using an entropy measure to determine which features of the training cases are important to populate the leaves of the tree.

The algorithm first identifies the dominant attribute of the training set and sets it as the root of the tree. Second, it creates a leaf for each of the possible values the root can take. Then, for each of the leaves it repeats the process using the training set data classified by this leaf. The core function of the algorithm is determining the most appropriate attribute to best partition the data into various classes.

Smart OptiSelect uses C4.5 through the following steps:

1) After each iteration, C4.5 is trained to build decision tree using user selected preferred decisions as a training set using two classes (Selected/Non-Selected).

2) After finishing each next optimization cycle, each decision is tested using the C4.5 built decision tree to calculate decisions belonging to the user’s preferences class, resulting in a filtered solution result set.

F. Mechanism Design Methodologies

Feature management conflict control: During the phase of feature attributes’ management, the user is allowed to configure forcing and excluding specific features. This type of management may violate feature model mandatory constraint or cross tree constraints.

The pseudo code shown in Fig. 9 illustrates how the application deals with such probable conflicts.
The results have shown that:

- IBEA results we generally more satisfying than NSGAII results because they made more attentions to users’ objectives.
- Hybrid results attracted attention as it displayed interesting decision solutions added from NSGA-II.
- During the first iterations, Users were more satisfied with IBEA and hybrid results as they have more decisions displayed than filtered result sets by C4.5.
- Starting from second iteration, most of users - who paid an interest in certain solutions’ features - found that the C4.5 results were more convenient to their needs.

V. RELATED WORK DISCUSSIONS AND COMPARISON

Botterweck G. [21] feature configuration tool S2T2 Configurator integrates a visual interactive representation of the feature model and a formal reasoning engine that calculates consequences of the user’s actions and provides formal explanations. Still it didn’t provide a multi-objective support nor incremental configuration.

FAMA [22] is a framework for the automated analysis of feature models integrating some of the most commonly used logic representations and solvers proposed for automated analyses of feature models.

The Feature Model Plugin (FMP) [23] is implemented as an Eclipse plug-in. It supports configuration based on feature diagrams. But it does not have the analysis of FMs among its main goals. It does not support attributed feature models.

CaptainFeature is a feature modelling tool using the FODA notation to render and configure feature diagrams. It does not support the automated analysis of FMs.

\[24\] is a lightweight yet expressive language for structural modeling: feature modeling and configuration, class and object modeling.

### TABLE II. SUMMARY OF FEATURE CONFIGURATION PROPOSAL

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature Model Representation</th>
<th>Iterative Configuration</th>
<th>Multi-Objective Optimization</th>
<th>Hybrid Optimization</th>
<th>Features Automated Analysis</th>
<th>Attributes Based Preferences</th>
<th>Machine Learning Based Preferences</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S2T2</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAMA</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FMP</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CaptainFeature</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clafer</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Smart OptiSelect pays more attention to user preferences by recoding his selections and training the framework incrementally to narrow the results around selected decisions and solutions.

Smart OptiSelect is considered an innovative framework as it is the first in the field of product-lines-search-based-optimization to adopt and purpose the following techniques and algorithms, as well as merging their outputs together consistently in one framework application:

- Incremental optimization: The user can run feature-selection optimization process in increments allowing the user to adjust both the objectives and attributes in the middle of the optimization process, and to set preferred solutions.
- Hybrid Optimization: The Innovative technique utilizing the superiority of IBEA and NSGA-II [25] [26] in the field of search-based-product-line-optimization, as well as merging and filtering their results using Pareto front ranking.
- Utilization of machine learning techniques such as Naïve Bayes and C4.5 for their capability to build classifiers and decision trees to produce preference-based-solutions inspired by the user’s selections among optimization increments.

Through our continuous research and development, our future steps will be:

- Using machine learning techniques to train classifiers to learn the user’s objectives classification and categorization. This may vary as a simple objective or a certain relation between some features rather than his preferred features.
- Utilization of newly proposed 10-WS-C4.5-TDM-NB-TDMR [27] for user’s preferences classification problem.
- Examining scalability of the results obtained with larger feature models, such as the Linux kernel feature model (part of LVAT repository [28]) composed of 6888 features.
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